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About This Game

Infinite Survival is a roguelike survival game with turn-based gameplay. The game features a completely procedurally
generated open world.
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I enjoyed playing this. Small game for a small price. Would have liked to play in more of a sandbox, but there's no way to
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disable the 5 day timer and actually make it 'infinite'. Getting a decent starting position can become frustrating. You're either
getting owned or god of the wasteland, without much in between. Basically, I want more.. I enjoyed playing this. Small game for
a small price. Would have liked to play in more of a sandbox, but there's no way to disable the 5 day timer and actually make it
'infinite'. Getting a decent starting position can become frustrating. You're either getting owned or god of the wasteland, without
much in between. Basically, I want more.
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